
Are Vulnerability Scans 

making your networks 
more vulnerable?

Does continuous vulnerability scanning actually create more 
risk? 



Who is bruce mccully
…and what the heck does he know about growing M S P s?



Grew:

$8.5M
MSP

Sold:

$1.3M
in MRR in 2019









our community is
under attack



1 Million
People





how would you get 
into a network?





of the time hackers get 
administrator rights80%



Are they landing with 
administrator rights?



NOPE.



How do you get admin rights?



Are these vulnerabilities?



permissions

configurations

Not traditional



of organizations had a 
ransomware incident in 202250%



2023 not looking better



First quarter numbers show 
ransomware is on the rise



2022

2023



How does this happen?



Human error



Of Ransomware Events Are 
Caused By Human Error1000%



How does human error happen?
What can you do about it?



RDP
Rip-off

SQL Server Spanking MFA 
Misfiring



a call from your outsourced 
Security operations center at 

12:31 am SATURDAY Morning



seeing a process that appears 
to be encrypting files



Running on multiple devices



The soc has already killed it



Noticing password attempts
from within the network



Looks like someone is 
exfiltrating your nt.dit file



13 days later 
reviewing forensic results



The attackers accessed the system 
using an open RDP port



Remember when we used to say: 
Shut the front door



An engineer opened RDP during 
an azure server migration



this was bad
why did it happen?



Did this engineer know it was bad? 



Yes
he planned on closing it up later



too many interruptions to 

Close it up later



You are making dinner

Your mom is rushed to the Emergency Room

You run out the door to help

Boiling Spagetti
What happens to the boiling spaghetti?





controls keep this
from happening



Application whitelisting
(Not set up yet)



continuous
vulnerability scans



Acknowledged the alert



Alerts!



favorite alert



This message pops up to make sure
you are SURE you want to send



CTRL + ENTER
ENTER





Yes, I AM SURE



nuisance alerts 
reduce response



Create a response plan 
for each type of alert



Build out 
tours of duty



One person responsible 
for application approval 



Work that tour of duty 
for 90 days



Rotate to the next person



They own it 
for 90 days



Why 90 days?
create competency after 2 weeks



Part of the career path
inside your company



Creates redundancy 
and accountability



New person in a 
role every 90 days 

requires great documentation



Protects you 
from turnover



• Batch work

• Get stuck?

• Get help at 15 minutes

• Ask for help

• Update the just-in-time documentation

Create a system



Competence achieved 
at week two 



High production 
for 10 weeks



• Backups

• Patching

• Projects

• Alerts

• Evening

Rotate to the next duty



RDP
Rip-off

SQL Server Spanking MFA 
Misfiring



Have you ever had a client tell you 

no?



Refuse to do 
the right thing?



“I need rdp open in order 
to work remotely”



What about a vendor?



Know it all

Never had a problem

Vendor?

Been doing this for years



Microsoft sql server
publicly assessable



Vendor: we need it open



MSP: Not a good idea



Stopped there.



How does this go down?



What happens when an 
attacker gets sql access?



Think about that for a minute



Data exfiltration



What else?
EXEC xp_cmdshell ‘dir *.exe’; GO



Data exfiltration

Lateral spread

ransomware



Client blamed the msp



Fire the client?



Change the
conversation



Do people invest in security 
to do the right thing?



One reason: risk



WHAT IS RISK?



Vulnerability

Threat Asset

Risk



How is it measured?



How is risk measured?

x
Impact Likelihood



Have your client sign a 
“risk acceptance form”

bruce.mccully@galacticadvisors.com



RDP
Rip-off

SQL Server Spanking MFA 
Misfiring



Imagine…



You get a huge opportunity

Send 
a link

They click 
the link

We analyze 
their security

You get a report in under 
two days



Let the report 
do the work



Score card

Accounts

M365

Methods





I’ve seen enough. How much 
does it cost to work with you?”



You leave







We fired our existing MSP. When can 
you start?”



What the heck 
happened here?



$24,000 per month deal



Cyber insurance renewal

Self assessment questionnaire



Do you use MFA to protect all local and 
remote access to privileged user accounts?”

YES.



Does your organization enforce multifactor authentication (MFA) 
in order to access all cloud-based resources?”

YES.



Does your organization enforce multifactor authentication 
(MFA) in order to access or send email?”

YES.



All the account had 
mfa as expected…



Except the ones the 
msp used to manage 
their m365 tenant







How did you get here?



Move the conversation away from 
Information Technology



What if you were 
the incumbent MSP?



losing a 24,000 per month client? 



Why did they do it?

Habituation









Reduction in response

Gradual Desensitization

complacency





What can you do?



Do you have clients that do not want 
to invest until they get burnt?



Create an experience

Send 
a link

They click 
the link

We analyze 
their security

You get a report in under 
two days



demonstrate their risks



• High Impact: Will result in a severe or catastrophic adverse effect of the 
system. May cause damage to the reputation of system management, 
and/or notable loss of confidence in the system’s recourses and services. 
It will require expenditure of significant resources to repair.

• Medium Impact: Will result in a serious adverse effect on the system. 
May cause tangible harm, perhaps only noted by a few individuals or 
agencies. May cause  political embarrassment. Will require some  
expenditure of recourses to repair.

• Low Impact: Will have some limited adverse effect on the system. 
It will require minimal effort to repair  or reconfigure the system.

impact on your organization:



• High Likelihood: Adversary is highly likely to initiate the threat event. 
Error, accident, or act of  nature is highly likely to occur, or occurs between 
10-100 times a year.

• Moderate Likelihood: Adversary is somewhat likely to initiate the threat 
event. Error, accident, or act of nature is somewhat likely to occur, or occurs 
between 1-10 times a year.

• Low Likelihood: Adversary is unlikely to initiate the threat event.  Error, 
accident, or act of nature is unlikely to occur; or occur less than once a year, 
but more than once every 10 years.

Likelihood a breach event will occur:



Chart the risk:

IMPACT

HIGH
Not likely to occur, 

severe adverse effects
Somewhat likely to occur, 

severe adverse effects
Likely to occur, 

severe adverse effects

MEDIUM
Not likely to occur,

serious adverse effects
Somewhat likely to occur, 

serious adverse effects
Likely to occur, 

serious adverse effects

LOW
Not likely to occur, 

limited adverse effects
Somewhat likely to occur, 

limited adverse effects
Likely to occur, 

limited adverse effects

LOW MODERATE HIGH

LIKELIHOOD



Data!



Data is not emotional



How do we make it emotional?



context





• Should have at least 3 stories

• How do you create a good story?

preparation

Transition
Who
Current state 
What happened
Business outcome 
Relate to finding



“This reminds me…”
Who
Current state 
What happened
Business outcome 
Relate to finding



“This reminds me…”
Who
Current state 
What happened
Business outcome 
Relate to findingand all they needed to get was a password.

until hackers submitted 180 fraudulent tax refunds,
causing the IRS to suspend their ability to e-file,

who thought they were safe
of a partner at an accounting firm



How else?



CVE-2023-23397
Microsoft Office Outlook 

Privilege Escalation 
Vulnerability
CVSS 9.8 CRITICAL



Imagine someone in your company

• Received an email

• They opened the email

• Using this Microsoft Outlook vulnerability

• Hackers accessed their computer

• The attackers took all your data



Vulnerability

Threat Asset

Risk



How do you do this?



Offer a penetration test
Third-party analysis

3 available THIS MONTH

Scarcity Urgency



On average, a high quality, 
professional pen test can cost 

$10,000-$30,000
Value



Its difficult to create:
Scarcity

Urgency

Value
Analyzing your own work



No one can proofread their own work



bringing a third party as a resource

keeps you in the trusted advisor seat



This helped seal the deal on a
$9,000 security project.

Jason Mance, CEO, Omega Tecks



298% margin
Charging $897 Per Month

His Cost $220 Per Month

$9,000 Project Work

AND



Mission:

Protect your most profitable clients with recurring third-party security 
assessments and pen testing

Update your sales process to 
hit these three critical areas



Become Irreplaceable



BASIC IT ADVANCED
Security

Compliance-as-a service

Recurring third-party 
assessments



Chief security officer



• Build a vCSO Offering 

• vCSO Client Profiler 

• Vendor Self-Assessment 
Questionnaire 

• Risk Assessment 
Questionnaire

• Sales Process for vCSO

• Incident Response Procedure 

• Ransomware Tabletop 

• Security Incident Log

• Critical Asset Evaluation Form

• Quarterly Privilege Review 

Form

• Monthly Analysis Log Form

• Quarterly Analysis Log Form 

• Physical Access Checklist 

• Remote User Checklist 

• Risk/Control Policy Standards 

• Budget Worksheet

• Executive Leadership 
Framework

• Policy Presentation

• Security Presentation

• vCSO Resume Builder 

• vCSO System Defined

• vCSO Defined Deliverables

• Marketing Workflow and 
Worksheet 

• Marketing Materials for vCSO
(Risk Assessment, Campaign, 
Email/Phone Scripts

• Penetration testing

• Threat Intelligence

You’ll have to do some stuff:



How do you get started?





Would your security solution 
detect or stop an attack?

galacticScan.com/stack



Here’s what you can do:

Get a FREE assessment of 
your Cybersecurity stack

galacticScan.com/stack



Analyze your security

Show how your tools respond

Give you steps you can take to 
protect yourself and your clients

We will:

galacticScan.com/stack





1 Million
People

galacticScan.com/stack



Here’s what you can do:

Get a FREE assessment of 
your Cybersecurity stack

galacticScan.com/stack
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